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DENMARK’S TRANQUIL CHARM

C

openhagen is regularly ranked
among the world’s most livable
cities. Certainly the international
popularity of the Danish capital is welldeserved, thanks to its fine museums,
grand architecture, great shopping and
cutting-edge restaurant scene. However,
few travelers discover the delights of
Denmark beyond its largest metropolis. As
I recently found on a 10-day trip through
the countryside, this pretty, polite, peaceful country, roughly half the size of Maine,
is a wonderful destination for delicious
food, impressive castles and charming
country house hotels. For many years,
Falsled Kro, a longtime favorite on the
island of Funen, was the only property
I recommended outside Copenhagen,
but now it’s been joined by several other
addresses, which collectively form a
splendid touring itinerary. Travel in

Denmark is easy, convenient and comfortable. The country has excellent infrastructure, with well-maintained roads
and ferries. Kastrup, Copenhagen’s main
international airport, is so attractive and
efficient it inspires immediate envy. Just
to the north, the countryside resembles
a vast and lovingly tended garden. In
late spring, the rolling green fields were
interspersed with bright-yellow bands of
flowering rapeseed, while huge high-tech
windmills — Denmark has been a pioneer
in the generation of wind power — were
arrayed on the crests of the hills.

DANISH RIVIERA

I

n need of a rest after the transatlantic
flight, we stopped first at Kokkedal
Slot Copenhagen (“slot” is the Danish
word for “castle”), a 62-room hotel located
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Garden Room, Superior Room, and horseback rider at the entrance to Kokkedal Slot Copenhagen

on the scenic eastern shore of the island
of Zealand, the so-called Danish Riviera,
35 minutes to the north of Copenhagen.
This handsome white 18th-century manor
house sits on a low hill, affording views
of the surrounding estate (including a
nearby 18-hole golf course) and the distant
Baltic Sea. It proved to be a quiet and
gracious place. The ground floor of the
hotel is occupied by a large lounge with
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Bohemian crystal chandeliers, gilded
mirrors, a conservatory veranda used
as the main restaurant during summer
months — from September to May, dining
moves to the vaulted cellar — and a cozy
bar with a fine selection of Aquavit, the
signature Scandinavian spirit.
After a warm and efficient welcome,
which is characteristic of Danish hotelkeeping, we settled into our light-filled
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Junior Suite, which came with a beamed
ceiling, oak parquet floors and a large,
comfortable bed made up with goodquality linens and an oyster-gray satin
coverlet. A sitting area was furnished
with a wood-framed sofa and a matching
armchair. The bath was appointed with
Victorian brass fixtures and came with
a separate tub and shower.
Having explored the hotel, we bicycled around the grounds — which contain
working stables and a riding school — and
afterward enjoyed the sauna, steam room
and indoor pool. Later we had an excellent dinner of salted Norwegian lobster,
followed by a rib-eye with grilled lettuce,
truffle sauce and onions. Both the service
and wine list were commendable.
As well as being a very pleasant
place to stay, Kokkedal is also an ideal
overnight for anyone planning to visit
the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art in
nearby Humlebæk, one of Europe’s best
contemporary art institutions.

GILLELEJE

A

40-minute drive along quiet back
roads to the northern tip of Zealand
brought us to the pretty seaside village
of Gilleleje. A popular weekend destination for Copenhageners, it has a relaxed,
rustic appeal similar to that of the North
Fork of Long Island. This little fishing
port was a favorite watering hole of
the Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard, who came here to lose himself
in thought while gazing at the pewter-

colored waters of the strait separating
Denmark and Sweden.
Located atop a cliff overlooking the
sea, the 24-room Gilleleje Badehotel
instantly reminded me of the unpretentious, easygoing seaside hotels that were
once found in places like Nantucket before
a different idea of luxury became the
preferred template. This quiet, comfortable property is much beloved by affluent
Danes, some of whom come for the weekend or a short holiday, while others, local
homeowners, stop by its restaurant on
nights when they don’t feel like cooking.
The white-painted wooden hotel was
built in 1908, but it has been updated
with respect for the eminently sensible
idea that life in seaside places should be
simpler than it is in a city. I often find that
the best way of getting to know a country
isn’t by visiting its historic monuments
or pacing its museums, but rather by
spending some time with the locals in one
of their favorite getaways. So if you want
pillow menus and 24-hour room service,
this hotel definitely isn’t for you. But if
your idea of a perfect afternoon is a long
clifftop walk savoring the clean salt air,
followed by a good dinner in a candlelit
dining room, you might be very happy
here. The hotel also has several cozy
lounges, where you can settle in with a
good book over a cup of tea or something
a little stronger.
If possible, you should book one of
the two double rooms on the third floor,
which come with parquet floors, abundant
light, comfortable beds and beautiful sea

views. The baths provide only showers,
however. The property’s chief amenity is
a small spa with a sauna, a Turkish bath
and a pleasant relaxation lounge. In the
dining room, the short menu changes
nightly to feature the best local seasonal
produce. During our stay, this included
delicious Danish ham with artichoke
purée and basil oil, veal tenderloin with
potatoes Anna, and lemon-marinated
strawberries with toasted almonds, mint
and vanilla ice cream.

HØRVE

A

s many food lovers know, Denmark
has recently become a culinary
destination. The man chiefly responsible
for the transformation is René Redzepi,
of the famous noma restaurant in Copenhagen (which closed in February). His
influence has spread across the country,
with numerous chefs who trained with him
now flying the colors of his New Nordic
cooking, which espouses local, seasonal
and often wild, foraged ingredients. This
has upped the country’s gastronomic
game immeasurably.
A leisurely two-hour drive southwest
across Zealand took us through some of
the most immaculately groomed farmland
I have ever seen. Nearing our destination,
we stopped for a picnic on the white sands
of Lammefjord beach, an impromptu
feast comprising deliciously tangy brown
bread, ham, cheese, apples and a sip of
the Aquavit that the butcher who sold us
the ham had insisted on giving us.

The 34-room Dragsholm Slot hotel is
housed within a 13th-century castle, one
of the oldest buildings in Denmark. Today
it boasts a Michelin-starred restaurant,
Slotskøkkenet, run by chef Claus Henriksen. (There is also a cheerful bistro with
modern Danish furniture, lovely views
and a less complicated menu.) Having
driven up a long tree-lined lane, we found
the castle on a hill beyond several barns
and some annex rooms (which should
be avoided). Fortunately, I had booked a
double room in the main U-shaped castle
building. This proved to be spacious, with
fine views over a formal garden below to
fields beyond. Attractively furnished, it
provided a four-poster Hästens bed (a
Swedish manufacturer that makes some
of the world’s best beds). The bath (shower
only) came with distinctive toiletries by
Munkholm, a family-owned business.
And a complimentary snacks tray, with
sugared sunflower seeds and a wild-mint
drink, was a pleasing touch.
Hav ing u npacked, we set of f t o
explore. The 800-year-old castle has
an austere but very beautiful chapel,
a library and numerous lounges. The
historic displays explaining the castle’s
history were interesting if somewhat in
need of updating. Afterward we enjoyed
a memorably lazy afternoon before going
downstairs for dinner in the basement
restaurant, secluded behind the castle’s
three-foot-thick walls. With a cooking
style he describes as “nature conscious,”
chef Henriksen builds his menu around
seasonal vegetables and herbs. Our roast

Exterior, lounge and double room, pavilion, and chapel at Dragsholm Slot / PAVILION AND CHAPEL PHOTOS BY ANDREW HARPER
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Courtyard, interior, and suite details at Villa Provence

pork loin with kale and “Danish capers”
(pickled elderflower berries) was predictably delicious, but the real revelation
of the meal was the Danish white wine
suggested by sommelier Peter Fagerland,
which we sampled with our appetizer of
steamed cabbage with clam sauce, parsley and dill.
Dragsholm Slot is one of those places
that gets under your skin very quickly,
and next time we will definitely stay for
more than a single night. In addition to
an extended history and superlative food,
the castle’s charming staff help to make
this a comfortable, exceptionally wellrun and welcoming country house hotel.

AARHUS

A

fter an excellent breakfast featuring local bacon, free-range eggs,
Danish pastries with homemade jam and
apple juice from the estate’s orchards,
we headed to the ferry in Odden. This
crossing is the best way to reach Aarhus,
Denmark’s second-largest city (population
260,000), on the east coast of the Jutland
peninsula. After a pleasant nearly hourlong crossing, we arrived at the handsome
port, which is currently in the midst of
a major regeneration, reconfiguring its
formerly rough-and-tumble waterfront
as a leisure destination. Several museums have recently opened, including the
striking new building of the ARoS Aarhus
Kunstmuseum, which was founded in
1859. The museum is crowned by a round,
panoramic walkway, created from a spec-
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trum of colored glass, which provides
fine views over the city. The museum’s
restaurant ARoS FOOD HALL is excellent.
Our hotel in Aarhus, the 39-room
Vi l la P r ovence, is contained within
several old houses and located in the
heart of the city near its pedestriansonly core. Despite its owners’ affection
for the south of France, which explains
both the name and the potted olive tree
in the stone-paved entry courtyard, the
property is furnished in a restrained
Nordic style. Our suite came with a fourposter bed made up with a plush mattress
pad and individual duvets, a Biedermeier
sofa and a small balcony overlooking the
courtyard. The light-filled bath featured
a claw-foot wine barrel-style soaking
tub. The hotel has no restaurant, but

we enjoyed a pre-dinner drink beside a
fountain in the courtyard before going
to one of the many standout restaurants
nearby. O verall, this charming and
friendly boutique property provided an
excellent base from which to explore.

SKAGEN

F

rom Aarhus it was a two-and-a-halfhour drive to Skagen, a salt-sprayed
seaside village situated on a spit at the
northernmost point of Denmark. On
arrival, Skagen reminded me of Provincetown, Massachusetts, with its huge sand
dunes and spectacular beaches groomed
by white-capped breakers surging in off
the Baltic. In the 1870s, the tiny fishing
port started to attract artists who were

Exterior, our suite, and beach at Ruths Hotel / EXTERIOR: © SYNNOVE RASMUSSEN / SUITE PHOTO BY ANDREW HARPER

bewitched by the surrounding landscapes
and the purity of the region’s light. A fine
collection of their work is on display at
the Skagens Museum.
Hungry after the drive, we headed
to the dining room of the charismatic
old wooden Brøndums Hotel, an establishment that dates to 1859, when it was
given a license by King Frederik VII.
There we enjoyed a delicious lunch of
smørrebrød (open-faced sandwiches)
topped with tiny shrimp and mayonnaise,
and roast beef with pickles and rémoulade, which we washed down with a shot
of dill-flavored Aquavit.
Af ter a stroll, we headed to the
52-room Ruths Hotel, three miles out of
town in the pretty village of Gl. Skagen. We
felt drawn to this white-painted cottage
with a terra-cotta tile roof as soon as we set
eyes on it. The receptionist, an exceptionally friendly man who had once worked
in an English pub, showed us the hotel’s
spacious main lounge, bar and library.
He then indicated the way to the spa and
two restaurants — one a brasserie, the
other a gourmet affair — before taking
us upstairs to room 55 (which you should
specifically request).
This large, ethereal Junior Suite
came with an oak parquet floor, a writing
desk, a powder-blue sofa and a balcony
from which we had a distant view of the
white-capped ocean. The spacious, welllit bath was equipped with a Jacuzzi tub
and separate shower. Settling in, we
immediately regretted we were staying
for only a single night.

Since it clearly requires some kind of
Nordic fortitude that I lack to brave the
nippy waters of the sea, it was a pleasure
to discover the hotel’s heated indoor pool
in a glass-windowed pavilion. We also
enjoyed spending time in the small spa
with its sauna and steam room.
Ruths has been in business since
1904 and has a devoted following. Many
regular guests book one of the cottages
on the hotel grounds for a longer stay. Its
restaurants are also the best in the area,

which means they attract locals as well as
visitors, creating a convivial atmosphere
each evening. After a long walk on the
windy beach nearby, we were hungry
when we went down to dinner. There we
enjoyed the excellent Skagen Menu. This
five-course prix fixe began with salt hake
with corn and sour cream and continued with cod with Brussels sprouts and
wild fermented garlic, sweetbreads with
mushrooms and onions, beef tenderloin
with hazelnuts and truffles, and fruit with

Cod with grilled leeks, and poached pear with caramel sauce at Restaurant Domestic / PHOTOS BY ANDREW HARPER

RESTAURANT HIGHLIGHTS
Brøndums Hotel

The light-filled dining room of this famous old hotel is an ideal
lunch spot for locally landed seafood and delicious smørrebrød (Danish open-faced
sandwiches) topped with shrimp and smoked fish. In good weather, lunch is also
served in a lovely back garden. Anchersvej 3, Skagen. Tel. (45) 98-44-15-55.

Gastromé

This fashionable Michelin-starred spot with an open kitchen features
tasting menus with dishes like monkfish with peas, cauliflower and cocoa, and quail
with morel mushrooms and broccoli. Rosensgade 28, Aarhus. Tel. (45) 28-78-16-17.

Restaurant Domestic

The team of chefs at Restaurant Domestic won a Michelin
star for their excellent new Nordic cuisine. The menu changes regularly but runs
to dishes like oysters with cabbage in a dashi broth, langoustines with kohlrabi
and burnt cream, and kombucha-poached pear with a caramel sauce. Mejlgade
35B, Aarhus. Tel. (45) 61-43-70-10.

Restaurant Lieffroy

A cottage overlooking the sea is a delightful setting in which
to sample dishes like poached egg with morel mushrooms and crispy Danish cheese,
and the catch of the day with pickled cauliflower, smoked eel and hollandaise sauce.
Skræddergyden 34, Nyborg. Tel. (45) 65-31-24-48.

Søllerød Kro

This handsome old inn just north of Copenhagen offers à la carte
dishes like duck with whiskey sauce and fermented mushroom, and veal sweetbreads with broad beans, fermented garlic and onion bouillon. Søllerødvej 35, Holte.
Tel. (45) 45-80-25-05.

Ti Trin Ned

A beautiful white vaulted dining room with spare, modern décor
provides a serene environment for outstanding dishes such as scallops with rhubarb
and sorrel, and cod with cheese and cep mushrooms. Norgesgade 3, Fredericia.
Tel. (45) 75-93-33-55.
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Clockwise from top: The Staldgården building, Johannes Larsen Suite, and main building at Henne Kirkeby Kro

caramel and chocolate. We left Ruths with
real regret and a strong desire to return.

HENNE

/ PHOTOS: © ANDERS SCHOENNEMANN / WWW.HENNEKIRKEBYKRO.DK

T

H O T E L S AT A G L A N C E

Kokkedal Slot Copenhagen A92
Beautiful setting, stylish rooms and very good food. D I S L I K E No porter on duty. G O O D T O K N O W The
world-renowned Louisiana Museum of Modern Art is a 15-minute drive from the hotel. Deluxe Room, $370; Junior
Suite, $880. Kokkedal Allé 6, Hørsholm. Tel. (45) 44-22-80-00. kokkedalslotcopenhagen.dk
LIKE

Dragsholm Slot A94
Magnificent castle setting, strong sense of history, comfortable rooms, delicious food. D I S L I K E The bar
closes early. G O O D T O K N O W The castle is reputedly haunted, but the ghosts left us untroubled. Castle Double
Room, $480; Castle Luxury Double Room, $570. Dragsholm Allé, Hørve. Tel. (45) 59-65-33-00. dragsholm-slot.dk
LIKE

Ruths Hotel A93
Peaceful surroundings, friendly service, beautiful sea views, comfortable rooms and small but lovely indoor
pool. D I S L I K E Grouchy service in the breakfast room. G O O D T O K N O W You definitely want a room with a sea
view — room 55, for example. Double Room, $350; Junior Suite, $400. Hans Ruths Vej 1, Gl. Skagen. Tel. (45) 98-4411-24. ruths-hotel.dk
LIKE

Henne Kirkeby Kro A94
Outstanding food and excellent wine list, friendly service and beautiful garden. D I S L I K E It would be nice to be
able to order à la carte instead of being obliged to have a long prix-fixe meal. G O O D T O K N O W Book your table for
dinner when you reserve your room, since the restaurant is very popular. Junior Suite, $380; Johannes Larsen Suite,
$660. Strandvejen 234, Henne. Tel. (45) 75-25-54-00. hennekirkebykro.dk
LIKE

a rating, denotes an officially recommended hotel that will be added to The Andrew Harper Collection.
A preceding
Visit AndrewHarper.com for information on these and our other recommended hotels in Denmark: Falsled Kro (96)
and Hotel d’Angleterre (96). Gilleleje Badehotel (89) and Villa Provence (89) narrowly failed to meet the required standard.
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o break up the five-and-a-half-hour
drive from Skagen back to Copenhagen, we stopped first in Henne, on the
western coast of Jutland. There we stayed
at the delightful 12-room Henne Kirkeby
Kro (“kro” means “inn” in Danish). This
sturdy redbrick structure with a thatched
roof dates to 1790. Its English chef, Paul
Cunningham, who has been cooking at
the inn since 2012, won a second Michelin
star this year.
Arriving after a stretch at the wheel,
we were ex t remely plea sed t o f ind
ourselves in such a peaceful and pastoral place. The inn itself is surrounded
by a beautiful kitchen garden. Its rooms
are divided between three buildings: the
original inn, the Jægerhuset (The Hunting
Lodge) and the Staldgården (The Stable).
All have a sleek décor and Hästens beds
made up with duvets. The three accommodations that we preferred were the two
Junior Suites in the original inn and the
Johannes Larsen Suite in The Hunting
Lodge. We stayed in the latter, which came
with modern paintings, cocoa-colored
area rugs and a bath with a black-tile
floor, double vanities, an oversize soaking
tub and a large separate shower. In the
afternoon, we went for a long, refreshing
walk on the broad wave-swept beach in
Henne, where only the raucous seagulls
kept us company.
Highlights of the superlative tasting
menu that night were a buttered crumpet
with local lobster; turbot with leeks, brown
butter and caviar; lamb with garlic and
eggplant; and rhubarb from the hotel’s
garden with ginger and raw-milk ice
cream. From the interesting wine list
we chose a Bayten Buitenverwachting
Sauvignon Blanc from Constantia in South
Africa and an unexpectedly good Danish
red, Rondo Tristan & Merlot, from Stone
Grange in Fredensborg.
The next day, we traded the wildflower-flecked fields of the countryside
for the lively streets of Copenhagen, and
after a three-hour drive to the capital,
we found ourselves in one of our favorite
European hotels, the elegant and recently
renovated Hotel d’Angleterre. H

S C A N D I N AV I A N S O P H I S T I C AT I O N

NEWS FROM COPENHAGEN
Indoor pool at Hotel d’Angleterre

came with twin duvets and two triple sets
of pillows, while the bedroom provided
a walk-in wardrobe and lots of built-in
cupboards. The bath was equipped,
perhaps surprisingly, with a combination tub and shower, plus two sinks set
in a white-marble counter. Our stay at
the Hotel d’Angleterre was a delight from
beginning to end, but one highlight was
a superb lunch at the Michelin one-star
Marchal. (On no account miss the squid
with oysters and caviar.)
Copenhagen’s dining scene now
offers inventive contemporary cooking
on par with the great restaurant cities
of New York, London and Paris. On our

The Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek museum, squid with caviar and oysters, and white asparagus at Marchal

/ PHOTOS BY ANDREW HARPER

C

openhagen is a world leader in
urban innovation and conservation, as well as a delightful place
in which to spend some time. At the end
of my Danish road trip, I enjoyed a few
days at the city’s best hotel, sampled some
excellent new restaurants and revisited
two favorite museums: the Ny Carlsberg
Glyptotek (for sculpture and painting)
a nd D e s i g n m u s e u m D a n m a r k (for
decorative art and design). I also paid a
visit to the remarkable store and gallery
Designer Zoo, where Danish design and
crafts are united under one roof.
I’d last stayed at the 92-room Hotel
d’Angleterre in 2014, just after it had
completed major renovations. The project
was a real labor of love for owners Else
Marie Remmen and her late husband,
Henning. The $70 million makeover
involved stripping the building down
almost to its 18th-century frame. Along
the way, there were some wonderful
discoveries, like a hidden balcony in the
Palm Court and a 100-year-old ballroom
with Europe’s largest glass mosaic roof.
The main staircase was moved back to
the center of the hotel, from where it had
unaccountably strayed, and the lobby’s
gold dome was restored and polished.
Other more-predictable changes included
the revamping of the Balthazar Champagne
Bar and the indoor pool and spa.
After an efficient and gracious checkin, we were escorted up to our Deluxe
One-bedroom Suite, which had a bright
and spacious sitting room with a purple
velvet couch, taupe wall-to-wall carpeting
and steel-gray brocade drapes at the pair
of French doors that led to a long private
terrace. A bouquet of roses in a crystal
vase ornamented the coffee table. The bed

first night in town, we went to dinner
at 108 Restaurant (Strandgade 108, Tel.
[45] 32-96-32-92), which was opened last
summer by some noma alumni. There we
had an excellent New Nordic meal, with
dishes that included glazed pork belly
with salted apples, and grilled cauliflower
with walnut sauce. Two days later we
opted to try the just-opened Restaurant
Mes (Jarmers Plads 1, Tel. [45] 25-36-51-81).
The menu changes frequently but runs
to dishes like scallops with salsify and
onion, and pork jowl with new potatoes.
Even in Copenhagen, no one wants to eat
haute cuisine every night, which is why
one of our other favorite discoveries on
this trip was Slurp Ramen Joint (Nansensgade 90, Tel. [45] 53-70-80-83). The ramen
is homemade and is as good as any we’ve
eaten in Japan.
On visits to Copenhagen, I always
try to take a walk in Tivoli Gardens, the
famous 19th-century amusement park.
The latest design addition is a striking
new series of hanging lamps, a bronzeand-colored-glass sculpture titled “Little
Sun Light Swarm” by Danish-Icelandic
artist Olafur Eliasson. The designer is
also responsible for the Cirkelbroen, a
new bridge in Copenhagen harbor that
has rapidly become an icon for the city. H

Hotel d’Angleterre A96
Comfortable, elegant rooms; strong sense of place and history; excellent restaurant. D I S L I K E The combination tub and shower; lack of an espresso machine in the room. G O O D T O K N O W Don’t miss the hotel’s deservedly
popular Balthazar Champagne Bar — it’s the perfect place for an aperitif or a nightcap. Deluxe Guestroom, $690;
Deluxe Junior Suite, $1,200. Kongens Nytorv 34, Copenhagen. Tel. (45) 33-12-00-95. dangleterre.com
LIKE
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HOTEL EMMA, SAN ANTONIO

Stylish lobby seating area / PHOTO BY ANDREW HARPER

A

t first sight, it is hard to believe
that San Antonio’s Pearl Brewery building could originally
have served such a utilitarian purpose.
Completed in 1894, it is an imposing brick
structure, with a central tower and huge
arched windows, which looks as though it
might have been designed as an upscale
apartment complex. Today, as well as
housing the 146-room Hotel Emma —
which opened in November 2015 — the
former brewery has given its name to the
surrounding (and buzzing) gastronomic
and retail neighborhood.
In 1921, a catastrophic flood killed
more than 50 people in San Antonio.
The cit y ’s responding f lood-control
scheme eventually led to the creation of
one of its principal visitor attractions,
the River Walk, a colorful thoroughfare
that meanders through San Antonio for
several miles. Hotel Emma is located at
its northern end, close to the San Antonio
Museum of Art; the Alamo lies approximately two miles to the south.
The Pearl Brewery prospered for 25
years, but with the onset of Prohibition,
the company escaped oblivion thanks only
to its redoubtable owner, Emma Koehler,
who diversified into dry cleaning and auto
repair, as well as the manufacturing of
soda and ice cream.
The building’s recent conversion was
undertaken by New York-based Roman

8
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and Williams, a design firm that has
come to specialize in the repurposing of
historic structures.
The central public spaces are astonishingly bold and dramatic. In the lobby,
the brewery’s cast-iron tanks and machinery remain in place, and the original brick
walls are unadorned, but the addition of
leather sofas, saddle blanket-style area
rugs and hardwood furniture and paneling has created a marvelous synthesis of
old and new, one that is distinctive and
stylish but, at the same time, inviting and
civilized. Off the lobby, a serene library of
some 3,700 books, its two levels connected
by an iron staircase, is reserved for hotel

guests. And the adjacent Sternewirth bar
and lounge — with banquette seating
within the old fermentation tanks — is a
tour de force of imaginative design.
We had opted for a Terrace Room,
which featured an 86-square-foot outdoor
seating area w ith a gas fireplace, a
mesquite-framed daybed and a Redondo
Tile floor. As much as we enjoyed sipping a
glass of wine on our terrace in the evening,
the bedroom itself was, at 330 square feet,
on the small side and rather austere. The
tiled bath was well-lit, with a single large
sink, an excellent walk-in shower (but no
tub), unusual guayabera robes and superior Malin + Goetz toiletries. In general, I
think it is important to request a larger
room — for example, a 520-square-foot
Artesian Brewhouse King, with two sinks
and a claw-foot tub — or opt for one of the
seven top-floor suites.
Hotel Emma is further distinguished
by its restaurant, Supper, where talented
chef John Brand offers a seasonal menu
of New American cuisine in a light and
attractive bistro setting. During my stay, I
tried the smoked quail with pickled corn
relish and gold potato purée, and the
grilled beef bavette with polenta, garlic
spinach and chimichurri. Both were
outstanding. As elsewhere in the hotel,
the service was consistently friendly
and efficient.
Amenities at Hotel Emma include
a 24-hour fitness center and a rooftop
pool. Overall, this is an exceptional property that, unlike most fashionable design
hotels, is likely to appeal to all tastes and
age groups. H

Bath, and outdoor gas fireplace in our Terrace Room / PHOTOS BY ANDREW HARPER

Hotel Emma A94
Brilliant design; delicious cuisine; the vibrant urban setting. D I S L I K E Despite being one of the more expensive accommodations, our Terrace Room was rather small. G O O D T O K N O W Larder, the hotel’s gourmet market, is a
delightful place in which to enjoy an unhurried snack. Artesian Brewhouse King, $630; Terrace River Cellar King, $700;
River Suite, $1,040. 136 East Grayson Street, San Antonio. Tel. (210) 448-8300. thehotelemma.com
LIKE
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AUSTIN HOTEL UPDATE

Suite patio at Hotel Saint Cecilia / © NICK SIMONITE

D

espite the fact that Austin is
frequently cited as the fastestgrowing city in the United States,
as well as being home to Dell, Whole
Foods Market, South by Southwest and
the flagship campus of The University of
Texas, I have always found its roster of
hotels to be surprisingly unimpressive.
The Driskill, a Texas classic dating to
1886, has its admirers — I number among
them, though I don’t feel able to give it
my unequivocal endorsement — and
upscale chains like InterContinental and
W hotels are well-represented. And then
there are the self-consciously hip places
like Hotel San José. I had hopes for Hotel
Ella, housed within a 1900 Greek Revival
mansion, but ultimately, at the end of a
second visit, I left disappointed.
January 2016 saw the debut of the
319-room K impton Hotel Va n Za ndt
(named for the late Texas singer-songwriter Townes Van Zandt), so on a recent
trip I checked in for a two-night stay. It
turned out to be one of those properties
that has considerable merits but also
serious downsides. When I arrived in
the late afternoon, the receptionist was
distracted and unable to give me her full
attention. The large, open lobby-lounge
seemed stylish and congenial, as did the
adjoining Café 605. However, no porter
was on hand to help carry my bag, and as
I stood waiting for the elevator, the man
next to me inquired mournfully to no one

in particular, “Am I imagining things, or
did that music just get even louder?”
My Queen Queen Spa Studio was
spacious, with a well-appointed bath,
but it was rather stark and lacked atmosphere. Dinner that evening at Geraldine’s
was enjoyable: My beet salad and Wagyu
beef were both delicious, and the staff
were friendly and helpful. However, the
experience was marred by a corporate
hospitality event — name badges and
all — that was taking place in the middle
of the restaurant at the same time. The
hotel’s pool deck is attractive, and its
outdoor bar area is, I am told, an important
dating venue for the movers and shakers of Austin’s high-tech industries. But
ultimately the Van Zandt is unlikely to
enthuse most Hideaway Report readers.
A not her r ecent add it ion i s t he
83-room South Congress Hotel, which
opened in September 2015. A stylish
property, calculated to appeal primar-

ily, it would seem, to millennial music
producers, it too is not without merits.
Chief among them are the excellent
American bar and grill Central Standard
and the 12-seat Otoko Japanese omakase
restaurant, where chef Yoshi Okai blends
Tokyo-style sushi and Kyoto-style kaiseki
into a distinguished tasting menu. My
agreeably spacious Poolside junior suite
came with attractive custom furnishings and a well-equipped bath, but the
unadorned concrete pillars and ceiling
struck me as bleak enough to provide a
set for a remake of “The Spy Who Came
in From the Cold.”
So despite zealous research, I am
no further forward. I recommend the
291-room Four Seasons Hotel Austin,
which, while not one of the company’s
most distinguished properties, is still
extremely comfortable. The hotel is
currently undergoing an upgrade and
renovation, which was the cause of a good
deal of intrusive hammering and banging
during my recent stay, but when the work
is complete, it should be significantly
enhanced. Which leaves the 14-suite
Hotel Saint Cecilia — named for the
Roman martyr and patroness of musicians
— the one boutique property in Austin
that meets the standards that Harper
members customarily expect. Centered
on a renovated Victorian house and set on
a quiet side street in the South Congress
neighborhood, its bungalows and studios
are quirkily elegant, with some providing amenities such as private gardens,
outdoor showers and fire pits. The hotel
has no restaurant, which is undeniably
a drawback, and some people might find
it a little too trendy for their tastes, but
most guests, I suspect, quickly come to
appreciate its tranquility, imaginatively
appointed accommodations and consistently obliging staff. H

Four Seasons Hotel Austin A91
Comfortable accommodations; well-trained staff; riverside location. D I S L I K E The atmosphere can seem
rather corporate at times. G O O D T O K N O W Current renovations are scheduled to be completed in summer 2018.
Lake View Deluxe Room, $560. 98 San Jacinto Boulevard, Austin. Tel. (512) 478-4500. fourseasons.com
LIKE

Hotel Saint Cecilia A92
Serene atmosphere; spacious and imaginative accommodations. D I S L I K E Lack of a restaurant. G O O D T O
Suite 4 has a living room, writing space and a private yard with an outdoor fireplace, seating area and porch.
Poolside Bungalow, $720; Suite 1 or 4, $970. 112 Academy Drive, Austin. Tel. (512) 852-2400. hotelsaintcecilia.com
LIKE

KNOW

a rating, denotes an officially recommended hotel that will be added to The Andrew Harper Collection.
A preceding
Kimpton Hotel Van Zandt (89) and South Congress Hotel (87) were not up to the required standards.
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A Hacienda at The Inn at Dos Brisas

R U R A L L U X U R Y, N O TA B L E C U I S I N E

THE INN AT DOS BRISAS

A

lthough little more than an hour’s
drive northwest of Houston, The
Inn at Dos Brisas, a 313-acre
estate set on the outskirts of the rolling
Texas Hill Country, is the embodiment of
rural serenity. Having passed through an
electronic gateway, we meandered along
a narrow road through a landscape punctuated by stands of oak and pecan trees,
glassy ponds, lush vegetable gardens and
paddocks dotted with quietly grazing
horses. Pulling up at the Spanish Colonialstyle ranch building, we were greeted
by exceptionally affable staff members
before being ushered inside.
The property’s history extends at
least as far back as the Civil War, when
Union prisoners were detained there.
(The surrounding region has historical
provenance, not least because, in 1836,
Texas famously declared its independence from Mexico on the banks of the

Brazos River, 12 miles away.) In 2000, the
estate was purchased by Houston investor Doug Bosch and his wife, Jennifer. It
was four years later that they decided
to open it as a guest ranch. In 2016, the
inn was closed for an extensive sixmonth upgrade, notably to the kitchen
and dining room.
The original accommodations were
housed within four duplex Casitas. These
were augmented in 2011 by five grand
Haciendas, each with 3,000 square feet
of indoor and outdoor space, cathedral
ceilings and private plunge pools. Our
more modest room within one of the tileroofed Casitas created an immediately
favorable impression, thanks to its high
ceiling, primarily neutral color palette,
wrought-iron king-size bed topped with
a fur throw, writing desk and leather
armchairs arranged in front of a stone
gas-log fireplace. An adjoining kitchenette

The Inn at Dos Brisas A94
Comfortable accommodations, excellent food, extremely friendly and helpful staff, and the atmosphere of rural
tranquility. D I S L I K E The bath in our Casita was well-appointed but surprisingly small. G O O D T O K N O W Seventy
miles from Houston, the inn is also just 100 miles east of Austin, the state capital. Casita, $600; Hacienda, $1,020.
10000 Champion Drive, Washington. Tel. (979) 277-7750. dosbrisas.com
LIKE
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came with attractive stone surfaces and a
Keurig coffeemaker. The bath was well-lit
but on the small side, with only a single
sink and a combined tub and shower.
Having unpacked, we relaxed on our
patio with a complimentary glass of red
wine. Our surroundings felt profoundly
therapeutic, and we were extremely
disinclined to move.
Each Casita has a dedicated golf cart,
so when it came time for dinner, we drove
ourselves over to the dining room. From
the outset, the inn’s owners had decided
to create a gastronomic destination; this
was to be no ordinary dude ranch. Their
ambition was reinforced recently by the
hiring of Matt Padilla, whose résumé
contains stints at noma in Copenhagen
and at Michael Mina’s flagship restaurant
in San Francisco, as well as a period at
the helm of element 47 at The Little Nell
in Aspen, Colorado.
The inn’s 42-acre organic farm,
orchards and 7,000-square-foot greenhouse would be powerful attractions
for any chef. Seldom has the expression
“farm to table” been more literally true.
Having enjoyed an aperitif at the long
Details of our Casita / PHOTOS BY ANDREW HARPER

Pool, and details of our Deluxe King room at Hotel Saint George / PHOTOS BY ANDREW HARPER

mahogany bar, we moved into the adjoining dining room, a restrained, dignified
and masculine space, with cream walls,
leather chairs, white tablecloths set with
Bernardaud china and an impressive
18th-century stone fireplace brought
over from France’s Loire Valley. Chef
Padilla’s food lived up to expectations,
and I enjoyed an appetizer of grilled
cuttlefish and Kauai prawns, accompanied by gazpacho, avocado sorbet and
cucumber. An “intermezzo” of soft-shell
crab with black orzo, sea urchin, peas and
’nduja (salumi) was followed by a main of
chicken with Swiss chard, carrot, radish,
annatto seed and thyme jus. The menu is
supported by a 7,000-bottle wine cellar.
Both the sommelier and our server were
polite and professional.
Unsurprisingly, the principal activity at the inn is horseback riding. In
addition to miles of trails and a jumping
course, the property boasts a magnificent equestrian center, with the secondlargest privately owned indoor arena in
Texas. Clay-target shooting, fishing and
tennis are also on offer, and golfers enjoy
privileges at a number of nearby country
clubs. However, during our brief stay, we
remained resolutely indolent. Aside from
slightly overindulging in the pleasures of
the table, we spent most of our time reading on our patio, lulled by the breeze, and
looking up only occasionally to admire
the verdant surroundings. H

HOTEL SAINT GEORGE, MARFA

A

t the end of a seven-hour drive from Austin you enter the high desert of
West Texas. There, between the Davis Mountains to the north and Big Bend
National Park to the south, are just a handful of tiny towns, remote cattle ranches
and roving pronghorn antelope. And Marfa, a small, sleepy place with an outsize
international reputation. Much of its sophistication can be traced to Donald Judd,
an artist whose monumental minimalist installations at the Chinati Foundation
drew the art world to Marfa in the 1980s.
In the past, I have stopped in Marfa to visit its galleries en route to Cibolo
Creek Ranch, 40 miles to the southwest. Recently, however, I was intrigued to
hear about the opening of Hotel Saint George in the town itself. The property
sits on the site of a former Hotel Saint George, which was built in 1886. Some of
the materials for the new lobby were repurposed, but overall the building is a
decidedly modern take on the original. The lobby décor is austere, with a long
monolithic iron wall and matching reception desk as its centerpiece. The space is
flanked by a bar, a restaurant and the Marfa Book Company, so the atmosphere is
often lively. On arrival, we had to carry our own luggage. Later, however, we found
the concierge to be very helpful.
The hotel is popular and tends to be booked up far in advance. On our first
night we stayed in a Deluxe King room. This was not very large, but it was neatly
organized. Amenities included a desk with multiple outlets and an illy espresso
machine. The bath provided a walk-in shower, robes and Aesop products. For our
second night we upgraded to the corner Highland Suite, which was considerably
more spacious. Overall, however, the design felt less coherent. We were also disappointed to find that the bath was exactly the same as in the smaller room and didn’t
include a tub. Strangely, the living area came with two televisions. The décor was
similar in both categories, with high-quality furniture by Alvar Aalto and a hit-ormiss assortment of modern and psychedelic paintings.
Our dinner at LaVenture, the main hotel restaurant, was satisfying but not
outstanding. Chef Allison Jenkins offers a contemporary American menu with
European influences. My main course of crispy chicken with gnocchi and seasonal
vegetables wasn’t especially crispy, but it was nicely seasoned. Next door to LaVenture
is the more casual Bar Saint George, which offers standard fare such as burgers,
plus a good selection of tequilas, sotols and mezcals. The property has no spa, but
guests do have access to the Saint George Swim Club, a large pool enclosed in the
redbrick courtyard next door. Hotel Saint George is certainly comfortable, but, alas,
it ultimately falls below the standard expected by Hideaway Report readers. H
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MADDING CROWDS
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Smørrebrød at Kähler Spisesalon in Aarhus, Denmark / PHOTO BY ANDREW HARPER

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
Botswana’s Mombo Camp Reinvented
Located in the heart of the Okavango Delta, Mombo is famous for the astonishing
profusion of big cats in the surrounding Moremi Game Reserve. Both the main
Mombo Camp and the nearby Little Mombo Camp are currently being rebuilt and
are scheduled to reopen in early 2018. In the meanwhile, those wishing to experience this extraordinary corner of Africa can stay at the temporary Mombo Trails
Camp, situated a little more than a mile away. There, eight large tents with en suite
baths have been erected on raised wooden decks. I need little encouragement to
revisit the Okavango, so when the new Mombo camps are complete, I will be sure to
bring you a report.

Stunning New Suites at The Stafford
The Stafford London hotel has long been a favorite of Hideaway Report readers, and
it was therefore with great interest that I learned of the property’s 11 new Carriage
House accommodations, designed by New York-based Alexandra Champalimaud.
These are housed within a separate 380-year-old Grade II listed building, overlooking a quiet cobbled courtyard in the heart of St. James’s, arguably London’s most
elegant neighborhood. As well as fireplaces and four-poster beds, some of the suites
contain the stables’ original hay hoists, as well as massive timbers salvaged from
wrecked naval vessels. In addition, Champalimaud has transformed The Gatehouse
Suite, an adjoining three-level, two bedroom townhouse.

he city of Barcelona recently passed a remarkable law, one that aims to limit tourist numbers
and, in certain areas, imposes a moratorium on
the construction of new hotels. In 2016, the city’s
1.6 million inhabitants had been overwhelmed by
an estimated 32 million visitors, an invasion that
eventually provoked residents to “occupy” the
streets in protest. In Venice, the mayor has recently
spoken about “cracking down” on tourism in order
to protect the everyday lives of the citizens. (For
years, Venice has considered charging for admission and banning colossal modern cruise ships, but
commercial interests have, so far, prevented any
such sensible measures.) And in Rome, around 5
million people a year now visit the Sistine Chapel,
an astonishing number that brings the Vatican an
annual revenue of close to $100 million. (On a recent
trip to Italy, I engaged a private guide and secured
early admission to the Vatican Museums, but by the
time I reached the Sistine Chapel, the crush was still
insupportable.) Of course, the problems of mass
tourism are not confined to Europe. Places such
as Machu Picchu, Chichen Itza and Angkor Wat are
similarly overwhelmed, while the summit of Everest
now experiences regular traffic queues — novice
climbers are once again being issued with permits
— which sooner than later will result in another
catastrophic accident. So what is to be done? I wish
I knew the answer, though Barcelona does seem to
offer a clue. From now on, however, I intend to make
it my mission to identify lesser-known towns and
archaeological sites, where the traditional pleasures
of travel can still be experienced. And I will try to
suggest the best months in which to visit celebrated
destinations, when the hordes are safely at home.
Fortunately, I have long enjoyed Florence in winter.

I have recently updated two of my personal travel
guides, Mexico & Caribbean and Central & South
The Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa is scheduled to debut in September America, which feature my hotel recommendations,
regional notebooks, touring maps and restaurants.
as part of the redevelopment of the historic Grain Silo building on Cape Town’s Books are shipped to premier subscribers, and are also
V&A Waterfront. The museum is the brainchild of Jochen Zeitz, former CEO of the for sale at andrewharper.com/store/harper-collection.

Contemporary Art in Cape Town

Puma sporting goods company. The Silo has been repurposed by well-known British designer Thomas Heatherwick. When it opens, the museum will have more than
100,000 square feet of space on nine floors, in which to display one of the world’s
most significant collections of contemporary African art, including work from both
the continent itself and its diaspora.
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